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Earthpods – an installation by Jill Chism.
Fired and unfired clay with glass - fibre, and natural and found objects from
Oak Beach shoreline.

Existing between Ground and Sky, Matter and Space, Earth and
Heaven, we humans torment ourselves by immersion in matter only.
Blind to and forgetful of our vast connections with space, we
squeeze matter into a tortured matrix, creating separation and
delusion - half a life only.
At the age of 21, I commenced a theology degree and have since
continued to take the ‘mysterious path’ towards understanding
reality. What intrigues me, is not a religious engagement with a
set of beliefs or rituals, which can create division, but my
developing perception of the interconnections between my life with
its small dramas and the larger scale drama that occurs locally,
globally and cosmically within all of our lives.
One of the texts I have studied, more as a contemplation than as a
rigorous academic exercise has been the Taoist text the I Ching/
Tao Te Ching. While the I Ching is coded and steeped in mystery it
is understood by many as one of the most profound texts in human
history, (Eckhart Tolle, ‘A New Earth’).
The I Ching was written approximately 3000 years ago, by four
authors including Confucious, the Chinese humanistic philosopher.
It was used as a set of teachings (and not an oracle as it is
sometimes used today). The primary focus was to offer the student
of the Tao/ the Way a holistic view of reality by exploring such
fundamental and pervasive relationships as opposition and
complementary. The Tao/way is the most fundamental concept of
Chinese thought, representing the completeness of universal order.
The I Ching is also mysterious in that it contains several layers
of text, which offer numerous levels of interpretation.
In creating the clay pods, a perfect form, the tactile and
practical aspects of kneading clay between my hands gave me
greater respect for the ancient depth of the symbols and the
poetry of the frame for such an ancient quest: to melt the film
between mortality and space.
Composed of 64 hexagrams/teachings, the I Ching/’The Book of
Change’ outlines a possible 64 qualities, personal
characteristics*, or teachings as a guide and an explanation of
the purpose of life, including human nature and destiny from both
an earthly and cosmic perspective.
*A comparison could be made to the DNA strand which is composed of 64 codons,
which make up all the possible variations of human characteristics.
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Metaphorically set into the natural environment, the 64
teachings/hexagrams are based on 8 major hexagrams, which relate
to mountain, water, earth, lake, fire, wind, thunder and heaven.
Each has an individual symbol, which is represented on the
spheres. The meanings change as any two symbols from the 8 major
hexagrams interact. For instance the trigram wind, which sits
above water, in simple terms, represents a journey. In more indepth terms the journey might be that along ‘The Mysterious Path’
of Taoism, where a student might come to understand the Tao/’the
way’.
For me, it offers a view, using our connection with the elements
and environment, of everyday existence as a layer within a cosmic
plan. Its macro and micro view, the cosmos, human existence, links
environmental and elemental cycles with those of our own.
From my perspective the emphasis is timely in this current climate
of materialism, industrial and technological expansion. We are at
a critical point of having separated and alienated ourselves from
our environment.
I feel this separation/our dependence on the basic life forces,
the environment/ the elements is unfortunately seen most clearly
today in the prevalence of contemporary environmental disasters;
polluted water-ways/oil spills, salinisation of the soil/farming,
let alone our immersion in man-made materials/concreted cities far
from the natural environment and its cycles. It is no mistake, in
my view, that some of our most tragic disasters, (recent tsunamis,
hurricanes and earthquakes), relate to a disintegrated
relationship with the cosmos.

‘The atoms that make up your body were once forged inside stars,
and the causes of even the smallest event are virtually infinite
and connected with the whole in incomprehensible ways” p 197 ‘A
New Earth – Eckhart Tolle.
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Among the many relationships that define the human condition, the
individual’s connection with the environment is primary. The elemental
background against which all our activity is played out, nature is the
biggest of the big pictures….We singular creatures also bloom and rot on
its vast matrix,…(Introduction Land and Environmental Art- Kastner and
Wallis)
Breathe 2 – spirare: spiritus -Jill Chism
The site-specific installation’ is an extension of themes already explored in
previous work within my installation and environmental art works.
I have been collecting plastic objects for the past 3 years from Oak Beach
shoreline, where I live, not far from the world heritage listed Daintree
Rainforest and the Great Barrier Reef. These items have entered into several
previous works. I have also collected plastic flotsam from Cow Bay in the
Daintree, while volunteers for Artspace Mackay, have collected plastic from the
beaches of Mackay for this project.
Plastic is the most common form of waste seen on the Pacific edge. While
collecting the items I have been simultaneously repulsed by the quantities and
ugliness of the plastic objects and enticed by the non-comprehensible shapes
and beauty of others that have been weathered by the elements. Some objects
have become indistinguishable from the surrounding organic material on the
shoreline, posing questions about beauty, ugliness, waste and re-cycling.
The theme of the work explores our societal focus on ‘having more’, which
creates personal imbalance by encouraging dissatisfaction with what is. The
focus on the external/ materialism, which belies the necessity for going
inward/ the Spiritual quest.
The desire for more objects, even with their seeming necessity is also critically
threatening ecological balance.
While drawing attention to the excessive amount of waste of our materialistic
culture this work entices the viewer through an installation of attractive
arrangements. This process enhances the complexity of our desire for more
created by the confusion presented in the work between ugliness and beauty,
attraction and repulsion.
In the installation I have also used the materials of sugar and salt to spell out
the phrases ‘I want, Consume’ and ‘Breathe Spirare’. Sugar because of its
association with the sugar industry and consumption and salt because it comes
from the sea and has spiritual connotations.
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‘Breathe’ Jill Chism 1.2m x 2.4m found plastic flotsam and jetsam.
‘Breathe’ comprises smaller selected plastic objects I have collected for three
years while walking on my local beach. While the beach appears, at first glance
pristine, the ‘Shangri-La’ of the tourist brochures, objects can easily be located
on the tide lines.
The work explores the insidious impact materialism has on the environment and
ourselves: where the desire for objects has replaced natural experience and
personal reflection.

